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Description The Autodesk 3ds Max 2020: A Detailed Guide to Modeling, Texturing, Lighting,

and Rendering, 2nd Edition book is perfect for both beginners and intermediate users of 3ds

Max and for those moving from other software to 3ds Max. This brilliant guide takes you step-

by-step through the whole process of modeling, texturing, UV mapping, lighting, and rendering.

You will learn important concepts and techniques about 3ds Max which you can utilize to

create your 3ds Max projects. This book also cover the Arnold renderer.Using a structured and

pragmatic approach, this guide begins with basics of modeling, then builds on this knowledge

using practical examples to enhance your modeling, texturing, lighting, and rendering skills.

Each unit builds on the knowledge gained in the previous unit, showing you all the essentials of

3ds Max 2020. As you go from hands-on exercise to hands-on exercise, you’ll develop a strong

arsenal of skills that combined will form a complete end to end process to create high quality

renders using 3ds Max 2020.This book shares tips, tricks, notes, and cautions throughout, that

will help you become a better 3ds Max artist and you will be able to speed up your workflow.

This book is aimed to be a solid teaching resource for learning 3ds Max. It avoids any jargon

and explains concepts and techniques in an easy-to-understand manner. The first page of the

every unit summarizes the topics that will be covered in the unit. Hands-on exercises in this

book instruct users how things can be done in 3ds Max step-by-step.Key Features• Covers 3ds

Max’s updated user interface, navigation, tools, functions, and commands.• Explains the

polygon, subdivision, and spline modeling techniques.• Covers all modifiers.• Covers Standard

materials and lights.• Covers UV mapping techniques.• Covers Arnold lights, shaders, and

rendering techniques.• Detailed coverage of tools and features.• Features 75 hands-on

exercises – complete with before and after files.• Features practice activities to test the

knowledge gained.• Additional guidance is provided in the form of tips, notes, and cautions.•

Important terms are in bold face so that you never miss them.• The content under “What just

happened?” heading explains the working of the instructions.• The content under “What next?”

heading tells you about the procedure you will follow after completing a step(s).• Includes an

ePub file that contains the color images of the screenshots/illustrations used in the textbook.

These color images will help you in the learning process. This ePub file is included with the

resources.• Tech support from the author.• Access to each exercise’s initial and final states

along with the resources used in hands-on exercises.• Quiz to assess the knowledge.• Bonus

hands-on exercises.Brief Table of ContentsThis book is divided into following units:• Unit DM1:

Introduction to 3ds Max -I• Unit DM2: Introduction to 3ds Max -II• Unit DM3: Geometric

Primitives and Architectural Objects• Unit DM4: Polygon Modeling• Unit DM5: Graphite

Modeling Tools• Unit DM6: Spline Modeling• Unit DM7: Modifiers• Unit DMB: Bonus Hands-on

Exercises [Modeling]• Unit DMP: Practice Activities• Unit DT1: Material Editors• Unit DT2:

Standard Materials and Maps• Unit DT3: Physical and Autodesk Materials• Unit DTB: Bonus

Hands-on Exercises [Texturing]• Unit DL1: Standard Lighting• Unit DL2: Photometric Lights•

Unit DL3: Sunlight and Daylight Systems• Unit DA1: Introduction to Arnold• Unit DA2: Arnold

Lights• Unit DA3: Arnold Shaders and Materials• Unit DAP: Practice Activities [Arnold]•

Appendix DMA: Quiz Answers [Modeling]• Appendix DTA: Quiz Answers [Texturing], contains

quiz answers.• Appendix DLA: Quiz Answers [Lighting], contains quiz answers.• Appendix DAA:

Quiz Answers [Arnold], contains quiz answers.
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pradeepmamgain@gmail.com.IntroductionThe Autodesk 3ds Max 2020: A Detailed Guide to

Modeling, Texturing, Lighting, and Rendering book is perfect for both beginners and

intermediate users of 3ds Max and for those moving from other software to 3ds Max. This

brilliant guide takes you step-by-step through the whole process of modeling, texturing, UV

mapping, lighting, and rendering. You will learn important concepts and techniques about 3ds

Max which you can utilize to create your 3ds Max projects. This book also cover the Arnold

renderer.Using a structured and pragmatic approach, this guide begins with basics of

modeling, then builds on this knowledge using practical examples to enhance your modeling,



texturing, lighting, and rendering skills. Each unit builds on the knowledge gained in the

previous unit, showing you all the essentials of 3ds Max 2020. As you go from hands-on

exercise to hands-on exercise, you’ll develop a strong arsenal of skills that combined will form

a complete end to end process to create high quality renders using 3ds Max 2020.This book

shares tips, tricks, notes, and cautions throughout, that will help you becomea better 3ds Max

artist and you will be able to speed up your workflow. This book is aimed to be a solid teaching

resource for learning 3ds Max. It avoids any jargon and explains concepts and techniques in an

easy-to-understand manner. The first page of the every unit summarizes the topics that will be

covered in the unit. Hands-on exercises in this book instruct users how things can be done in

3ds Max step-by-step.Practicing is one of the best ways to improve skills. This book contains

practice activities which you are highly encouraged to complete and gain confidence for real-

world projects. By completing these activities, you will be able to master the powerful

capabilities of 3ds Max. By the time you’re done, you’ll be ready to model, texture, and render

any scene in 3ds Max.If you buy this book, you’ll also get access to all 3ds Max files, texture

files, and any other resource used in the book. You are free to use these resources in your own

projects personal or commercial. These working files allow you to follow along with the author

throughout the units.What are the key features of the book?Covers 3ds Max’s updated user

interface, navigation, tools, functions, and commands.Explains the polygon, subdivision, and

spline modeling techniques.Covers all modifiers.Covers Standard materials and lights.Covers

UV mapping techniques.Covers Arnold lights, shaders, and rendering techniques.Detailed

coverage of tools and features.Features 75 hands-on exercises – complete with before and

after files.Features practice activities to test the knowledge gained.Additional guidance is

provided in the form of tips, notes, and cautions.Important terms are in bold face so that you

never miss them.The content under “What just happened?” heading explains the working of the

instructions.The content under “What next?” heading tells you about the procedure you will

follow after completing a step(s).Includes an ePub file that contains the color images of the

screenshots/illustrations used in the textbook. These color images will help you in the learning

process. This ePub file is included with the resources.Tech support from the author.Access to

each exercise’s initial and final states along with the resources used in hands-on

exercises.Quiz to assess the knowledge.Bonus hands-on exercises.Who this book is for?

Beginners and intermediate users of 3ds MaxDigital artistsMotion graphics artistsIndie game

developersAnd anyone who wants to learn 3ds MaxPrerequisitesBefore you start this book,

you should have 3ds Max 2020 installed on your systemYou should have the desire to

learnWillingness to be awesomeWhat you will learn?Polygon, subdivision, and spline modeling

techniquesTexturing, lighting, and rendering techniquesEdit geometry using modifiersSpeedup

your workflowCreate cool looking rendersHow this book is structured?This book is divided into

following units:Unit DM1: Introduction to 3ds Max -I, introduces the 3ds Max interface as well

as the tools that allow you to transform objects in the viewport.Unit DM2: Introduction to 3ds

Max -II, covers the tools and procedures that will help you immensely during the modeling

process. You will know about various explorers as well as various precision tools that 3ds Max

offers.Unit DM3: Geometric Primitives and Architectural Objects, explains the Standard and

Extended primitives and how you can use them to create some basic models. This unit also

covers AEC objects.Unit DM4: Polygon Modeling, introduces you to the polygon modeling

tools, concepts, and techniques. This unit talks about polygons components, selection tools,

polygons structure tools, and modeling objects.Unit DM5: Graphite Modeling Tools, describes

the tools available in the Ribbon and how you can use them to improve your modeling

workflow.Unit DM6: Spline Modeling, introduces you to the spline modeling tools, concepts,



and techniques.Unit DM7: Modifiers, walks you through the various modifiers available in 3ds

Max that you can use to sculpt or edit the objects without changing its base structure.Unit

DMB: Bonus Hands-on Exercises [Modeling], contains bonus hands-on exercises.Unit DMP:

Practice Activities [Modeling], contains practice activities which you are highly encouraged to

complete.Unit DT1: Material Editors, introduces you to Compact Material Editor and Slate

Material Editor.Unit DT2: Standard Materials and Maps, explains the General/Scanline

materials and maps.Unit DT3: Physical and Autodesk Materials, covers the Physical material

and Autodesk materials.Unit DTB: Bonus Hands-on Exercises [Texturing], contains bonus

hands-on exercises.Unit DL1: Standard Lighting, introduces you to the standard lighting

available in 3ds Max. You will know about basic lighting concepts and light linking.Unit DL2:

Photometric Lights, describes about photometric lights that 3ds Max offers.Unit DL3: Sunlight

and Daylight Systems, covers the Sunlight and Daylight systems, Sun Positioner and Physical

Sky.Unit DA1: Introduction to Arnold, introduces you to the Arnold renderer. You will also learn

about the sampling and ray depth settings.Unit DA2: Arnold Lights, introduces you to Arnold

Lights, Light Filters, Fog Shader, and Atmospheric Volume shader.Unit DA3: Arnold Shaders

and Materials, explains Arnold materials and shaders.Unit DAP: Practice Activities [Arnold],

contains practice activities which you are highly encouraged to complete.Appendix DMA: Quiz

Answers [Modeling], contains quiz answers.Appendix DTA: Quiz Answers [Texturing], contains

quiz answers.Appendix DLA: Quiz Answers [Lighting], contains quiz answers.Appendix DAA:

Quiz Answers [Arnold], contains quiz answers.ConventionsIcons Used in This

BookIconDescriptionTip: A tip tells you about an alternate method for a procedure. It also show

a shortcut, a workaround, or some other kind of helpful information.Note: This icon draws your

attention to a specific point(s) that you may want to commit to the memory.Caution: Pay

particular attention when you see the caution icon in the book. It tells you about possible side-

effects you might encounter when following a particular procedure.What just happened?: This

icons draws your attention to working of instructions in a hands-on exercise.What next?: This

icons tells you about the procedure you will follow after completing a step(s).Parameter: This

icons draws your attention to working of a parameter used in a hands-on exercise.Given below

are some examples with these icons:Note: The editable poly objects vs editable mesh

objectsThe editable poly object is similar to the edit mesh object with the only difference is that

the edit mesh object comprises of triangular faces whereas the editable poly object comprises

of polygons with any number of vertices.Tip: Dragging a modifier to an objectTo drag a modifier

form one object to another object in the scene, select an object that already has a modifier. To

copy a modifier without instancing it, drag the modifier name from the stack display to the

target object in the scene. If you want to create an instance, Ctrl+drag the modifier’s

name.Caution: Preserving the parametric nature of a primitiveWhen you convert an object to

an editable poly object, you loose all of its creation parameters. If you want to retain the

creation parameters, use the Edit Poly modifier.Parameter: TurbidityThis parameter determines

the amount of aerosol content [dust, moisture, ice, and fog] of the air. This value [range 1 to 10]

affects the color of the Sun and sky. Given below is a quick rundown of the values you can

use:2: Produces a very clear, arctic-like sky.3: A clear sky in a temperature climate [default

value].6: A sky on a warm-moist day.10: A slightly hazy day.What just happened?The Detach

tool separates the selected sub-objects and associated polygons as new object or element[s].

When you click Detach, the Detach dialog box appears. Type the name of the new object in the

Detach as text box and click OK to create the new object with the specified name. The

selection is removed from the original object. You can turn on Detach To Element to make the

detached sub-object selection part of the original object but it becomes a new element. Select



Detach as Clone to detach the selection as copy of the original selection; the selection remains

intact with the original object.What next?Now, we will create a sphere and then conform the

splines to the sphere.Important WordsImportant words such as menu name, tools’ name, name

of the dialog boxes/windows, button names, and so on are in bold face. For example:In the

Create panel, click Geometry, and then choose Standard Primitives from the drop-down list

located below Geometry. In the Object Type rollout, click Tube. Create a tube in the Top

viewport. Place the tube at the origin. Switch to the Modify panel and then in the Parameters

rollout, change Radius 1 to 30, Radius 2 to 50, Height to 15, Height Segments to 1, Cap

Segments to 2, and Sides to 24.Unit NumbersFollowing terminology is used for the unit

numbers and appendix:Unit(s)DescriptionDM1 ... DM7DM stands for 3(d)s Max

(M)odelingDMBDMB stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling (B)onus Hands-On ExercisesDMPDMP

stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling (P)ractice ActivitiesDMADMA stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling

(A)ppendixDT1 ... DT3DT stands for 3(d)s Max (T)extuingDTBDTB stands for 3(d)s Max

(T)extuing (B)onus Hands-On ExercisesDTADTA stands for 3(d)s Max (T)extuing

(A)ppendixDL1 ... DL3DL stands for 3(d)s Max (L)igtingDLADLA stands for 3(d)s Max (L)igting

(A)ppendixDA1 ... DA3DA stands for 3(d)s Max (A)rnoldDAADAA stands for 3(d)s Max (A)rnold

(A)ppendix

Unit DT2: Standard Materials and Maps, explains the General/Scanline materials and

maps.Unit DT3: Physical and Autodesk Materials, covers the Physical material and Autodesk

materials.Unit DTB: Bonus Hands-on Exercises [Texturing], contains bonus hands-on

exercises.Unit DL1: Standard Lighting, introduces you to the standard lighting available in 3ds

Max. You will know about basic lighting concepts and light linking.Unit DL2: Photometric Lights,

describes about photometric lights that 3ds Max offers.Unit DL3: Sunlight and Daylight

Systems, covers the Sunlight and Daylight systems, Sun Positioner and Physical Sky.Unit DA1:

Introduction to Arnold, introduces you to the Arnold renderer. You will also learn about the

sampling and ray depth settings.Unit DA2: Arnold Lights, introduces you to Arnold Lights, Light

Filters, Fog Shader, and Atmospheric Volume shader.Unit DA3: Arnold Shaders and Materials,

explains Arnold materials and shaders.Unit DAP: Practice Activities [Arnold], contains practice

activities which you are highly encouraged to complete.Appendix DMA: Quiz Answers

[Modeling], contains quiz answers.Appendix DTA: Quiz Answers [Texturing], contains quiz

answers.Appendix DLA: Quiz Answers [Lighting], contains quiz answers.Appendix DAA: Quiz

Answers [Arnold], contains quiz answers.ConventionsIcons Used in This

BookIconDescriptionTip: A tip tells you about an alternate method for a procedure. It also show

a shortcut, a workaround, or some other kind of helpful information.Note: This icon draws your

attention to a specific point(s) that you may want to commit to the memory.Caution: Pay

particular attention when you see the caution icon in the book. It tells you about possible side-

effects you might encounter when following a particular procedure.What just happened?: This

icons draws your attention to working of instructions in a hands-on exercise.What next?: This

icons tells you about the procedure you will follow after completing a step(s).Parameter: This

icons draws your attention to working of a parameter used in a hands-on exercise.Given below

are some examples with these icons:Note: The editable poly objects vs editable mesh

objectsThe editable poly object is similar to the edit mesh object with the only difference is that

the edit mesh object comprises of triangular faces whereas the editable poly object comprises

of polygons with any number of vertices.Tip: Dragging a modifier to an objectTo drag a modifier

form one object to another object in the scene, select an object that already has a modifier. To

copy a modifier without instancing it, drag the modifier name from the stack display to the



target object in the scene. If you want to create an instance, Ctrl+drag the modifier’s

name.Caution: Preserving the parametric nature of a primitiveWhen you convert an object to

an editable poly object, you loose all of its creation parameters. If you want to retain the

creation parameters, use the Edit Poly modifier.Parameter: TurbidityThis parameter determines

the amount of aerosol content [dust, moisture, ice, and fog] of the air. This value [range 1 to 10]

affects the color of the Sun and sky. Given below is a quick rundown of the values you can

use:2: Produces a very clear, arctic-like sky.3: A clear sky in a temperature climate [default

value].6: A sky on a warm-moist day.10: A slightly hazy day.What just happened?The Detach

tool separates the selected sub-objects and associated polygons as new object or element[s].

When you click Detach, the Detach dialog box appears. Type the name of the new object in the

Detach as text box and click OK to create the new object with the specified name. The

selection is removed from the original object. You can turn on Detach To Element to make the

detached sub-object selection part of the original object but it becomes a new element. Select

Detach as Clone to detach the selection as copy of the original selection; the selection remains

intact with the original object.What next?Now, we will create a sphere and then conform the

splines to the sphere.Important WordsImportant words such as menu name, tools’ name, name

of the dialog boxes/windows, button names, and so on are in bold face. For example:In the

Create panel, click Geometry, and then choose Standard Primitives from the drop-down list

located below Geometry. In the Object Type rollout, click Tube. Create a tube in the Top

viewport. Place the tube at the origin. Switch to the Modify panel and then in the Parameters

rollout, change Radius 1 to 30, Radius 2 to 50, Height to 15, Height Segments to 1, Cap

Segments to 2, and Sides to 24.Unit NumbersFollowing terminology is used for the unit

numbers and appendix:Unit(s)DescriptionDM1 ... DM7DM stands for 3(d)s Max

(M)odelingDMBDMB stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling (B)onus Hands-On ExercisesDMPDMP

stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling (P)ractice ActivitiesDMADMA stands for 3(d)s Max (M)odeling

(A)ppendixDT1 ... DT3DT stands for 3(d)s Max (T)extuingDTBDTB stands for 3(d)s Max

(T)extuing (B)onus Hands-On ExercisesDTADTA stands for 3(d)s Max (T)extuing

(A)ppendixDL1 ... DL3DL stands for 3(d)s Max (L)igtingDLADLA stands for 3(d)s Max (L)igting

(A)ppendixDA1 ... DA3DA stands for 3(d)s Max (A)rnoldDAADAA stands for 3(d)s Max (A)rnold

(A)ppendixThis approach helps us better organize the units when multiple modules are

included in a textbook. For example, animation units will be numbered as DAN1, DAN2, DAN3,

and so on; dynamics units will be numbered as DD1, DD2, and so on.Figure NumbersIn

theory, figure numbers are in the following sequence Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and so on. In exercises, the

sequence is as follows: Fig. E1, Fig. E2, and so on. In exercises, the sequence restarts from

the number E1 for each hands-on exercise.Naming TerminologyLMB, MMB, and RMBThese

acronyms stand for left mouse button, middle mouse button, and right mouse button.ToolIf you

click an item in a palette, toolbar, manager, or window and a command is invoked to create/edit

an object or perform some action then that item is termed as tool. For example: Align tool,

Mirror tool, Select and Move tool.Quad MenusThe right-click menus or quad menus [see Fig. 1]

are the contextual menus in 3ds Max that provide quick access to the commands/functions/

tools related to the currently selected entities.Check BoxA small box [labelled as 1 in Fig. 2]

that, when selected by the user, shows that a particular feature has been enabled or a

particular option chosen.ButtonThe term button [sometimes known as a command button or

push button] refers to any graphical control element [labelled as 2 in Fig. 2] that provides the

user a simple way to trigger an event, like searching for a query, or to interact with dialog

boxes, like confirming an action.Dialog Box or DialogAn area on screen in which the user is

prompted to provide information or select commands. Fig. 2 shows the Array dialog



box.SpinnerSpinners [labelled as 3 in Fig. 2] are controllers that you will touch on regular basis.

They allow you to quickly amend numerical values with ease. To change the value in a spinner,

click the up or down arrow on the right of the spinner. To change values quickly, click and drag

the arrows. You can also type a value directly in the spinner’s field.Radio ButtonA radio button

[labelled as 4 in Fig. 2] is the one in which a set of options, only one of which can be selected

at any time.Drop-downA drop-down [abbreviated drop-down list; also known as a drop-down

menu, drop menu, pull-down list, picklist] is a graphical control element, similar to a list box,

that allows the user to select one value from a list. Fig. 3 shows the Workspaces drop-down

list.WindowA window is a separate viewing area on a computer display screen in a system that

allows multiple viewing areas as part of a graphical user interface (GUI). Fig. 4 shows the

Render Setup window.TrademarksWindows is the registered trademarks of Microsoft Inc. 3ds

Max is the registered trademarks of Autodesk Inc.Access to Electronic FilesThis book is sold

via multiple sales channels. If you don’t have access to the resources used in this book, you

can place a request for the resources by visiting the following link: http://www.padexi.academy/

contact. Fill the form under the Book Resources [Electronic Files] section and submit your

request.Tech SupportAt PADEXI Academy, our technical team is always ready to take care of

your technical queries. If you are facing any problem with the technical aspect of the textbook,

please send an email to author at the following

address:pradeepmamgain@gmail.comErrataWe have made every effort to ensure the

accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you find any error, please report it to us so

that we can improve the quality of the book. If you find any errata, please report them by

visiting the following link: http://www.padexi.academy/errata.This will help the other readers

from frustration. Once your errata is verified, it will appear in the errata section of the book’s

online page.

This approach helps us better organize the units when multiple modules are included in a

textbook. For example, animation units will be numbered as DAN1, DAN2, DAN3, and so on;

dynamics units will be numbered as DD1, DD2, and so on.Figure NumbersIn theory, figure

numbers are in the following sequence Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and so on. In exercises, the sequence is

as follows: Fig. E1, Fig. E2, and so on. In exercises, the sequence restarts from the number E1

for each hands-on exercise.Naming TerminologyLMB, MMB, and RMBThese acronyms stand

for left mouse button, middle mouse button, and right mouse button.ToolIf you click an item in a

palette, toolbar, manager, or window and a command is invoked to create/edit an object or

perform some action then that item is termed as tool. For example: Align tool, Mirror tool,

Select and Move tool.Quad MenusThe right-click menus or quad menus [see Fig. 1] are the

contextual menus in 3ds Max that provide quick access to the commands/functions/tools

related to the currently selected entities.Check BoxA small box [labelled as 1 in Fig. 2] that,

when selected by the user, shows that a particular feature has been enabled or a particular

option chosen.ButtonThe term button [sometimes known as a command button or push button]

refers to any graphical control element [labelled as 2 in Fig. 2] that provides the user a simple

way to trigger an event, like searching for a query, or to interact with dialog boxes, like

confirming an action.Dialog Box or DialogAn area on screen in which the user is prompted to

provide information or select commands. Fig. 2 shows the Array dialog box.SpinnerSpinners

[labelled as 3 in Fig. 2] are controllers that you will touch on regular basis. They allow you to

quickly amend numerical values with ease. To change the value in a spinner, click the up or

down arrow on the right of the spinner. To change values quickly, click and drag the arrows. You

can also type a value directly in the spinner’s field.Radio ButtonA radio button [labelled as 4 in



Fig. 2] is the one in which a set of options, only one of which can be selected at any time.Drop-

downA drop-down [abbreviated drop-down list; also known as a drop-down menu, drop menu,

pull-down list, picklist] is a graphical control element, similar to a list box, that allows the user to

select one value from a list. Fig. 3 shows the Workspaces drop-down list.WindowA window is a

separate viewing area on a computer display screen in a system that allows multiple viewing

areas as part of a graphical user interface (GUI). Fig. 4 shows the Render Setup

window.TrademarksWindows is the registered trademarks of Microsoft Inc. 3ds Max is the

registered trademarks of Autodesk Inc.Access to Electronic FilesThis book is sold via multiple

sales channels. If you don’t have access to the resources used in this book, you can place a

request for the resources by visiting the following link: http://www.padexi.academy/contact. Fill

the form under the Book Resources [Electronic Files] section and submit your request.Tech

SupportAt PADEXI Academy, our technical team is always ready to take care of your technical

queries. If you are facing any problem with the technical aspect of the textbook, please send an

email to author at the following address:pradeepmamgain@gmail.comErrataWe have made

every effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you find any

error, please report it to us so that we can improve the quality of the book. If you find any

errata, please report them by visiting the following link: http://www.padexi.academy/errata.This

will help the other readers from frustration. Once your errata is verified, it will appear in the

errata section of the book’s online page.

Juliet Graham, “One of the best 3ds Max 2020 modeling textbooks for beginners to mid-level,

with a few shortcomings. Review Quick Summary: With a few minor exceptions, an excellent

book for beginners to mid-level, with enough breadth to allow progression to more advanced

capabilities; excellent focus on modeling basics, as well as materials, lighting and rendering;

too little focus on unwrapping processes; layout unnecessarily crowded.After an initially

frustrating experience of dealing with the book's broken hyperlinks to the support files and

technical help, I was eventually able to contact the author via his alternate Gmail account,

which resolved the issue fully. With that problem out of the way, I was subsequently very

pleasantly surprised with the excellent quality of this text. The author clearly is an object

modeler at heart, and does an excellent job covering a wide gamut of methods and

approaches. What truly distinguishes this author's method from others is that he actually

teaches the mechanics of modeling, and his topology is good and efficient.Contrast that with

the multitude of other 3ds-focused textbooks that include tutorial models that: have terrible

edge-flow; show a naive understanding of form; have either too many or too few sub-divs; rely

too heavily on adapting primitives (ie: take this cone primitive and modify it to make a biped).

Because this author focuses on mechanics, accuracy and diversity or form, it is ideal for use in

an intro 3D university course (or for self-teaching beginners) because it establishes a solid tool-

box and conceptual understanding of sub-div modeling. Of similar quality is the focus on

lighting and materials. Arnold is a challenging rendering engine to explain to any beginner, and

yet my students were able to produce very sophisticated render by the end of term.

Specifically, the tutorial that shows students how to set up a 3ds virtual photo studio scene was

especially useful for allowing students to produce a perfect rendering vessel that they could

drop in textured objects to see immediate results.There are weaknesses in the text, which must

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/BQovv/Autodesk-3ds-Max-2020-A-Detailed-Guide-to-Modeling-Texturing-Lighting-and-Rendering-2nd-Edition


be noted: 1.) The sub-section that covers UVs is insufficient. The unwrapping process that 3ds

max uses has always been convoluted and non-intuitive (not the author's fault, obviously), so

any 3ds text that covers textures and material like this one does, should also pay special

attention to explaining unwrapping; 2.) the layout of the pages is unnecessarily crowded for a

digital text like this one (it may be a compromise because the book also appears in print.

Maybe just bite the bullet and make it e-book only),There were challenges to using this text as

an intro to 3D course, given that it does not cover animation, VFX, rigging, matchmoving, CAD,

IBL, or workflow for DCC-to-game engine pipeline and character design, but the author can't

be faulted for this, given that the text clearly states that its focus is modeling, texturing, lighting

and rendering. However, I mention this as a nudge to the author that he might consider

producing a more comprehensive text, or collaborating with other authors who could contribute

complementary areas of expertise.As it stands, I am fine making this text the required

complement to my coming 2020 Fall semester classes. I can teach the methods and concepts

that this text does not cover.One last note: I am really impressed that this author can self-

publish out of India, through Kindle and Amazon, and do a much better job than most of the

current North American-based Autodesk-endorsed authors. Before author Pradeep

Mamgain's text came along, I used to have to rely on the expensive 1000+ page tomes that

stubbornly resist the e-book format and make minor iterative changes with each successive

3ds Max release.As one of my students complained years ago about those 1000+ page texts:

"It's like reading a dictionary with busy-work sections". Luckily, Mamgain's text is well-thought

out, affordable and digital.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Can be very useful to learn from it.. Can be very useful to learn from it.”

The book by Pradeep Mamgain has a rating of 5 out of 3.6. 15 people have provided

feedback.
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